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WIND-TUNNEL ROLL-DAMPING MEASUREMENTS OF A WINGED SPACE

SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION IN LAUNCH ATTITUDE

By Robert W. Hess and Edwin E. Davenport
Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Ground-wind load studies were conducted on three model configurations to assess

the importance of aeroelastic instabilities of erected space shuttle vehicles. Roll damping

was measured on a fuselage-alone model, which had a "D" cross section, and a fuselage

and tail surfaces in combination with either a clipped-delta wing or a low-sweep tapered

wing as the primary lifting surface. The largest negative roll-damping coefficients were

measured with the fuselage-alone configuration and were a function of wind azimuth. At

the wind azimuths at which the wing-fuselage configuration was unstable, the negative roll-

damping coefficients were a function of reduced frequency.

INTRODUCTION

Instabilities which result from flow separation on noncircular cross sections and on

lifting surfaces (characterized by the names "galloping" and "stop-sign flutter" in refs. 1,

2, and 3) were considered in early designs of the space shuttle booster configuration. In

order to investigate the severity of such aeroelastic instabilities on space shuttle config-

urations, a model was constructed with interchangeable lifting surfaces so that three basic

configurations could be studied. The three model configurations were the fuselage alone,

which had a "D" cross section, and the fuselage and tail surfaces with either a tapered

straight wing or a delta wing as a primary lifting surface.

Damping-in-roll derivatives were measured on the three models by means of forced-

oscillation techniques over a range of frequency, dynamic pressure, and wind azimuth

angle.

SYMBOLS

b fuselage width or wing span

Clp damping-in-roll parameter (about body axis), see equation (1)
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f frequency

k reduced-frequency parameter, w2V

m mass

q dynamic pressure, V2

R Reynolds number based on a length of 0.305 m (1 ft)

r radius

r radius of gyration about roll axis

S total model projected planform area

Tj = Tx sin X

Tx  average torque required to drive model

V velocity

ratio of damping to critical value

X phase angle between torque and displacement

p air density

amplitude of angular displacement oscillations about model longitudinal axis

wind azimuth angle measured between wind vector and model plane of
symmetry (p = 00 when underside of fuselage faces upstream)

W circular frequency, 2Tf

Dots indicate derivatives with respect to time.
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MODELS AND EQUIPMENT

Wind Tunnel

The study was made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel, which is a
continuous-flow, subsonic, atmospheric wind tunnel capable of Mach numbers to 0.9.
The test section is 2.007 meters high and 2.921 meters wide with a usable test-section
length of 3.098 meters.

Models

Three model configurations were tested: fuselage alone, fuselage with tail surfaces
and a tapered wing, and fuselage with tail surfaces and a 500 clipped-delta wing. For
convenience, the three models are referred to as configuration I, II, and III, respectively.
Geometric details of the three configurations are given in figure 1. The models were
constructed of fiber glass and plastic foam with appropriate aluminum inserts used to
transmit loads from the lifting surfaces to the model fuselage. They were not elastically
scaled. Model properties such as mass, inertia about the roll axis, and still-air natural
frequencies are given in table I.

Oscillating Sting Balance

An oscillating sting balance system, adapted from the roll apparatus described in
reference 4, was used to determine the damping-in-roll derivatives by means of a forced-
oscillation technique. The models were mounted on the oscillating sting balance which
was attached to the sidewall of the tunnel with the fuselage longitudinal axis normal to the
tunnel sidewall. (See fig. 2.) This system could be rotated to vary the wind azimuth angle
from 0 = -10 0 to 0 = 190 0 , where 4 is 00 when the bottom of the fuselage is facing
upstream. A 1.49-kW, variable-speed motor oscillated the sting and the model by means
of an offset crank to give a sinusoidal motion in roll with an amplitude of 4 = ±2.500.
Figure 3 shows some details of the oscillating sting mechanism adapted to the tunnel side-
wall. The stationary torsion spring internal to the sting is connected to the oscillating
outer shaft by a flexure diaphragm. The torsion spring provides a restoring torque
which together with the aerodynamic spring component balances out the model internal
forces. The strain-gage balance, which is forward of all the bearings and other friction-
producing devices, senses only the aerodynamic forces. A system of resolvers and filters
is used to separate the torque into in-phase and out-of-phase components with roll dis-
placement. The component of torque which is 900 out of phase with the sting-model dis-
placement is due to aerodynamic damping.
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ROLL-DAMPING MEASUREMENTS

For each configuration, a preliminary wind-azimuth sweep was made from 4 = 00

to p = 1800 in 100 increments to identify regions of negative aerodynamic damping.

The dynamic pressure was held constant at 247 N/m 2 . At each azimuth angle the roll

frequency was varied over a range from 2 Hz to 8 Hz, which included the resonant fre-

quency for each configuration.

Over the range of azimuth angle where the aerodynamic damping was found to be

negative, measurements of roll-damping coefficient were made in more detail. The

azimuth-angle increments were reduced to 50 and the measurements were made over a

range of dynamic pressure up to a maximum of 1220 N/m 2 . As in the preliminary sweep

the roll frequency was varied over a range from 2 Hz to 8 Hz at each increment of azimuth.

The roll-damping coefficient was determined by methods developed in reference 5.

The roll-damping coefficient with respect to the body axis was computed as

-C Tj (1)
1= qSb wind on wind off

The wind-off or tare value of Tj/w is obtained at the resonant frequency of the system,

that is, when the inertia forces exactly counteract the spring forces. Experience has

shown that damping measurements at off-resonant frequencies may be used to establish

stability conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Roll-Damping Measurements

The results of a preliminary survey in which wind azimuth angle was varied to

determine areas of instability are shown in figure 4 (open symbols) for each of the three

configurations. This survey was made at a constant value of reduced frequency and

Reynolds number. The variation of the roll-damping coefficient Clp is plotted as a

function of the wind azimuth angle 0. An examination of the results in figure 4 indicates

that the addition of lifting surfaces to the fuselage has changed the azimuth-angle regions

in which negative roll damping occurs. The changes in roll damping with increasing root

chord are indicated in figure 4, where configurations I and II have negative roll coeffi-

cients at wind azimuth angles from 00 to 200 whereas configuration III is stable in this

region. (The root chords of the lifting surfaces are 22.4 percent of the fuselage length

for configuration II and 54 percent of the fuselage length for configuration III.) Moreover,
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the largest value of the negative roll-damping coefficient was measured on configuration I.

The data for configuration I, figure 4(a), are given by two sets of symbols. The open

symbols are for a wind-azimuth sweep with k = 0.1695 at a constant Reynolds number,
based on a length of 0.305 m (1 ft), of 0.426 x 106. The solid symbols, which represent

slightly different values of k and Reynolds number, indicate that large negative roll

damping occurs near 4 = 170. As is shown in reference 6, the static side force on a

noncircular cylinder is sensitive to cross-section shape and azimuth angle. This sensi-

tivity is illustrated by the behavior of the configuration of the present study, which shows

large changes in roll damping over a narrow range of azimuth angle.

The regions in which the wind-azimuth sweeps indicated that the roll damping was
small or negative were examined in detail by varying reduced frequency in small incre-

ments. The data are plotted in figure 5 for discrete azimuth angles in the regions of

interest. A boundary drawn as a dashed line is faired through the minimum values of the

roll-damping coefficient. A difference in the nature of the instability between the fuse-

lage alone (configuration I) and the wing-fuselage configurations (configurations II and III)

is shown in figure 5. In an azimuth-angle region where the aerodynamic damping in roll

-Clp is negative, the degree to which it is negative is a more sensitive function of azi-

muth angle, and to a lesser degree of reduced frequency, for configuration I than for con-

figurations II and III. Configurations II and III are more sensitive than configuration I to

variations in k.

Instability Mechanisms

Negative aerodynamic damping in roll for the fuselage alone can be generated by

two mechanisms that are associated with unsteady lift forces acting normal to the air-

stream, provided that the location of the center of pressure is such that the resultant

vector of the unsteady lift forces does not pass through the balance center of the body.

These two mechanisms are vortex-shedding and "galloping" instability.

Vortex-shedding instability is associated with unsteady lift forces produced by vor-

tices alternately shed from each side of a bluff body. The conditions for which vortices

may be expected to shed periodically from a cylinder of diameter D with a frequency f
are a function of Strouhal number fD/V and Reynolds number. In this study the Strouhal

number varied from 0.015 to 0.086 for configuration I and from 0.0097 to 0.086 for con-

figurations II and III. These values are well below values (0.21) at which unsteady lift

due to vortex shedding may be expected (ref. 7) for the range of Reynolds number of the

present study. The negative aerodynamic damping in roll measured with configuration I

would therefore appear to be the result of galloping instability (refs. 1 to 3).

Galloping instability is basically a static aerodynamic phenomenon that is associated

with noncircular cross sections (ref. 3) and is dependent upon Reynolds number. The
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instability results from movement of the fuselage normal to the airstream, which results

in an effective angle-oferattack change. In the tests under discussion, the relative wind

angle was varied by oscillating the model in roll rather than translation due to bending.

If the angle of attack is such that the resulting lift forces are in the direction of fuselage

movement (positive), the system is unstable. This was shown to be the case for a cylin-

der of rectangular cross section with rounded corners at azimuth angles of 50 and 100 in

reference 6. Positive static side forces reported in reference 6 were for Reynolds num-

bers up to about 1.1 x 106, which encompasses the Reynolds number range of the present

test.

It is to be expected that the addition of lifting surfaces to configuration I would alter

the results because a new source of instability has been introduced. A possible source of

this instability, characterized by the name "stop-sign flutter" in reference 1, is flow sep-

aration from the lifting surfaces. It is a phenomenon similar to stall flutter in that it

involves negative aerodynamic damping in the torsional mode, in this case about the vehi-

cle longitudinal axis rather than a wing axis.

Although it is not possible, with the available data, to ascribe the source of negative

damping at a given azimuth angle for configurations II and III, some observations can be

made. At the azimuth angles where galloping instability was most severe for configura-

tion I (0 = 00 to 4 = 200), the extent of negative damping decreases with the addition of

lifting surfaces, so that configuration III (with a ratio of root chord to fuselage length of

54 percent) has positive damping in roll. At azimuth angles where negative damping was

not observed with configuration I, instabilities were observed for configurations II and III

(fig. 4). Since these instabilities are not at azimuth angles associated with galloping, stop-

sign flutter is a primary candidate as the responsible mechanism. However, the flow is

complex and other nonpotential flow sources are a possibility.

Stability Boundaries

As in reference 1, an idealized mass representation of the model may be used to

relate the pertinent structural and aerodynamic parameters of this investigation. The

differential equation of motion for model rotation about the roll axis may be written

mr.2(c + 2wco + 02p) = -Maero (2)

The terms on the left side of equation (2) are associated with the inertia, damping, and

stiffness properties of the structure. The expression on the right side Maero repre-

sents the aerodynamic moment acting on the body and consists of aerodynamic terms that

are the counterparts of the structural terms on the left side of the equation (including an

aerodynamic-damping term pSbC/p !). These terms relate to the interaction of the
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body motion and the local unsteady flow field. In order to assess the stability of the con-
figuration, only the damping terms of the equation need be considered for this single-

degree -of-freedom representation. Neutral stability occurs when the total damping term

vanishes, that is,

2wC + CSb Cp) = 0 (3)

This relation may be reorganized to form a nondimensional expression relating the roll-

damping coefficient -Clp and the reciprocal of the Strouhal number V/fb to a damping-

inertia parameter C S\ b ( :

Sm 2 C V
\pSb\b 16 fb)

or (4)

In this parameter, C is the critical damping ratio of the structure; m/pSb is the

mass-ratio parameter involving the total planform area S and fuselage width or wing

span b; and r4  is the radius of gyration of the vehicle about the roll axis.

Values of the reciprocal of the Strouhal number for negative values of -Clp were
determined for a particular configuration and test condition from the minimum damping

boundaries of figure 5. These values of -Cp and V/fb were substituted into equa-

tion (4) to obtain the damping-inertia parameter for neutral stability of the three config-

urations shown in figure 6. The region of instability for each configuration is above the

curve. The wing-fuselage configurations have similar boundaries, although the delta-

wing configuration has a slightly lower boundary over the range of variables tested. The

fuselage-alone configuration is significantly different from the wing-fuselage configura-

tions in that the instability region extends over a greater range of the damping-inertia

parameter. For reduced velocities above a value of approximately 8, the lifting surfaces

evidently reduced the negative damping. As was discussed in the previous section, this

may be due to the fact that the nature of the instability was altered with the addition of

the lifting surfaces. The shaded area in figure 6 indicates the stability region for an

early design of the space shuttle booster. As is shown in the figure, the booster design

falls well below the region where the instabilities were observed in this study.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Instabilities which result from flow separation on noncircular cross sections and on
lifting surfaces at high angles of attack, such as space shuttle booster configurations in

a launch attitude exposed to ground winds, have been studied by measuring the roll-

damping coefficients of wind-tunnel models. A model with interchangeable lifting sur-

faces was used to study three basic configurations: a fuselage alone having a "D" cross

section, and this same fuselage with tail surfaces and with either a low-sweep tapered

wing or a clipped-delta wing as the primary lifting surface.

Negative aerodynamic damping in roll was measured on all three configurations.

The largest value of negative aerodynamic damping coefficient was measured on the fuse-

lage alone. The addition of lifting surfaces to the fuselage resulted in lower values of

negative aerodynamic damping which occurred over a comparatively wider range of wind

azimuth angle and reduced frequency. "Galloping" instability was identified as the

source of the negative roll damping measured with the fuselage-alone model since the

Strouhal number was too low over the range of Reynolds number of the study for vortex

shedding to be a consideration. "Stop-sign flutter" was the likely mechanism of the wing-

fuselage instability, but because of the complex flow for this configuration, other sources

of instability are a possibility.

Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, Va., October 12, 1973.
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TABLE I.- MODEL PARAMETERS

Configuration I I II

Wing aspect ratio ...................... ----- 7.59 2.56
Wing taper ratio ................... .. .....----- 0.417 0.152
Wing dihedral, deg .................... ----- 7 1.0
Planform reference area, S, m 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.324 0.527 0.784
Reference span, b, m . .................. 0.216 1.207 1.207
Natural frequency for system in roll, f, Hz . ...... 7.25 4.25 3.51
Mass, kg ......................... 0.1379 0.1845 0.1995
Mass moment of inertia about roll axis, kg-m2 . . . . . 0.0537 0.1554 0.2268
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(a) Configuration I.

Figure 1.- Model dimensions. Linear dimensions are in meters.
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Figure 1.- Concluded.
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drive
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Figure 3.- Model on roll rig - sidewall mount.



(a) Configuration 1.

-Clp k = 0.1677 to 0.1707 O k = 0.1695
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-4 _J2 2
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f = 6.67 to 6.79 Hz f = 5 Hz

jftdl:t: ;~r

-6

-8

k = 0.341
R = 0.928 x 10

Stable q = 1219 N/m
2

f = 4Hz.
-Clp 0

(b) Configuration II.

-.2

-.4 k = 0.567R = 0.558 x 10

q 435.3 N/m
-

f = 4 Hz
Stable

.2

- Clp 0

(c) Configuration III.
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Figure 4W- Aerodynamic damping in roll as a function of wind azimuth.
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(a) Configuration I.

Figure 5.- Roll-damping characteristics as a function of reduced frequency.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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